GEARBOSS®
SPORT CART

A smaller, fast-moving GearBoss system cart
GearBoss Sport Carts are designed to compliment a larger GearBoss installation or to be used as a stand-alone
solution. They are smaller than other carts in the system and are intended for use in smaller spaces and for sports
that require less storage. Mobility is easy with four heavy-duty 5" (127 mm) swivel casters. At 6'1" (1854 mm) tall and
32" wide x 412/3" (813 x 1060 mm) long, the Sport Cart will navigate narrow hallways, shorter door openings and
most elevators.

GEARBOSS® SPORT CART
SPACE

MOBILITY

Maximize cubic
volume by
densely
organizing
equipment
in carts

Effective storage
that lets you roll
an entire closet
of gear right to
the place where
you are going to
issue it or use it

ORGANIZATION

FLEXIBILITY

SANITATION

SECURITY

Designed to
provide
optimum
air flow

Designed to lock,
secure, organize
and inventory
your equipment.
with lockable
doors and sliding
side panel options

Create natural
Shelves and racks
organization
reconfigure and
boundaries that
easily relocate
are easily
configured by
team and by items

SPORTCART PLACEMENT EXAMPLES

OPTIONAL CLOSURE KIT

Mobile storage on a smaller
scale - as a trainer cart, it’s
perfect for storing tools,
medical equipment or other
small items.

Get innovative and use it for
storing things besides equipment like the snacks you sell
at your concession stand.

Roll where you need it. Easily
rolls through doorways and
is small enough to store in a
closet or smaller storage room.

Fits into standard sized
elevators.

• Adds security
• Swing door is self-latching
• Lockable and reinforced with 16 gauge metal channels along the outer edges
• Door and side panels are constructed of 5/8" (16 mm) laminated MDF edge-banded in PVC

ACCESSORIES

• Shelves and garment bars adjustablein 1" (25 mm) increments
• Team colored grille ends and closure kits

• Cubby dividers
• Shelf covers

PURCHASE
ONLINE!

• Shelf lips
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